
SCOPE

• Development 
• Prototyping 
• Measurements 

IMST offers a wide range of antennas from 
standard designs to tailored solutions for many 
different applications. Powerful simulation 
tools like EMPIRE™ are used for the design, 
optimisation and verification of our antenna 
concepts. Also, our company has powerful 
measurement facilities as well as quick 
prototyping possibilities. IMST is therefore 
capable to offer you a complete solution out of 
one hand covering the complete chain starting 
at design and prototyping up to measurements 
and qualification. For manufacturing, IMST 
cooperates with experienced technology 
partners in the background. We are therefore 
able to serve mass and niche markets.

Planar array at 24 GHz for automotive radar
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ANTENNA DESIGN

EBG antenna for Galileo applications



MEASUREMENTSPROTOTYPINGDEVELOPMENT

The final step in the antenna design chain is measu-
ring all important characteristics. IMST has powerful 
anechoic chambers for far field and near field 
measurements (planar/cylindrical) for a frequency 
range of 400 MHz -110 GHz. We are not only 
specialised in measuring the standard parame-
ters like radation pattern, gain, and matching 
but also familiar with specialised setups for de-
termination of phase centre and Figure of Merit 
measurements. 

IMST has also a fully automated CTIA Certified 
Range for 3D „Over-the-Air“ measurements of 
mobile devices.

Planar near field measurement of a 24 GHz radar array

In order to arrive at a successful design, pro-
totyping is the next essential step in the design 
process. In cooperation with other technology 
partners in areas such as mechanical design, 
PCB (Printed Circuit Boards), and RF-compon-
ents, prototypes are realised.

Such prototypes can be rather simple structures 
like small planar antennas or wire structures but 
they can also be highly complex systems like 
Digital Beam Forming (DBF) terminals. Such 
frontends require not only an expertise in antenna 
design but also in RF-components & integration, 
digital logic and baseband processing. 

DBF Tx-array at 30 GHz

IMST has a long reputation in antenna design 
covering a wide range of applications such as:

• Agile RF-frontends for mobile satellite terminals
• Automotive radar frontends
• Wireless devices (GSM, UMTS, Bluetooth, WiFi, GPS, etc.)

• Keyless entry systems

Design of an antenna frontend for sat-terminals at L-band

Our antenna design experts, using state of the 
art tools like EMPIRE™ - our in-house developed  
FDTD-field solver - are able to calculate 3D   
antenna structures of highest complexity such as 
planar, waveguide, or wire antennas  covering a 
wide frequency range of 100 MHz – 60 GHz.

Nearfield of a triple-band mobile phone antenna at 1900 MHz


